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Boiling Point With Too Many Cooks 

This document sets out the key issues arising out of the Dilemma and explains what happened in this 
particular situation. 

The issues  

The most pressing issues here are what to do between now and the board call and then how to play 
the call itself. The relationship between the CEO and the Chair appears to have reached breaking 
point but is it as irretrievable as Fred says it is? He has made it clear what he wants to do and there is 
no suggestion of a debate but is he right and what do the other board members really think? 

From what Mary knows she is likely to feel that the cause of this, as Victoria has suggested, is the 
over clunky governance architecture and practice combined with Fred’s reluctance to change it. 
However, being new she might also be wondering what else is lurking beneath the surface. Does the 
charity really deliver the bangs per buck it should in terms of impact, is the stated strategy what is 
really being implemented and how happy are the rest of the team. A host of other thoughts may 
spring to mind, including what she thinks might be the biggest issue of all, Fred.  

Maybe Victoria hasn’t played it as well as she could have, even if she has lasted a lot longer than her 
two predecessors. Perhaps she has been a bit naïve about the challenges of running a significant 
charity, a common misjudgement. She doesn’t look to have built sufficient allies on the board to 
support the changes that she feels are necessary, even if Fred is somewhat change resistant and 
suffering from a severe bout of founder’s syndrome. Her frustration also seems to have got the 
better of her and either way she has taken a huge risk, calculated or not.  

Having said all of that, from what we know, Victoria has a big point and a good Chair would have 
taken it on board, dealt with it despite the personal discomfort and enlisted the support of the 
board to find a pragmatic transition to a more effective governance model. The ultimate 
responsibility for a situation like this has to be the Chair’s. A highly effective Chair would have tried 
hard to avoid reaching such a point, especially if they have been there twice before. You might also 
argue that the board should have seen this coming and wonder what they were doing to try and deal 
with it.  

Being a newcomer makes this situation even harder for Mary. There is only partial information and 
few facts to go on at this stage. She is unlikely to have enough familiarity with the people to be able 
to listen to what they think as well as what they say. Moreover, they don’t know her either so 
whatever she says she will need to be sure they hear what she means. A conference call with 11 
people where you can’t see the body language makes all of this tougher still.  
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Knowing where the power lies will be another issue. In crises it isn’t always obvious. She may have 
the power that a fresh, objective and less vested voice brings or alternatively perhaps the lack of it 
for having not had the opportunity to establish personal credibility with them yet. Mary’s instincts 
are likely to play a bigger role than her analytical prowess. An instinctive response for some may be 
to feel that they have the convenient excuse of not knowing enough to make a judgement and that 
it might be best to keep her head down, to leave it to the others and then go with the prevailing 
view.  

As a top surgeon Mary had always admired military field surgeons and those in the trauma area for 
their bravery in making judgements on limited information rather than on having a detailed analysis 
of the underlying causes of the problem before having to decide on what to do next. This seems to 
be one of those tricky situations where she is well and truly in the field and will have to make some 
judgements before she has the ideal data to hand. She has very little time to calibrate what she has 
heard and will naturally want to avoid being seen to be undermining Fred. Integrity, trust and 
keeping confidences are so important to respect and therefore to influence.  

If she decides not to wait for the call but instead to find out more from others, who should she speak 
to. By coincidence the board pack contained a fresh board and executive directors contact details 
sheet with everyone’s numbers. If there is ever a time to take advantage of others greater tolerance 
to the ignorant questions of a newcomer it might just be now. Yet, it’s quite a bit of work to call nine 
others, it’s far from risk free and Mary might wonder how Fred and the other trustees would feel 
about her doing this.  

She might also wonder about finding an excuse to speak to Victoria or the finance director. It is 
always easy to call ahead of a board once you have the pack to provide the excuse to ask a few 
clarifying questions that you don’t want to take up whole board time for. Harder though to speak to 
Victoria without giving the game away and risk her feeling later that Mary has been disingenuous.  

With regard to the call strategy, as a decent person respecting her rightful share of the “pie chart of 
air time”, Mary will recognise that she will have very little time to ask questions, make points or to 
challenge. One advantage of speaking to others first is to gain a better understanding of the points 
that they would like to make and to share them between you. On top of that you are likely to gain a 
sense of where the consensus is.  

Conference calls are inherently difficult for proper discussions as you do have to take it in turns if 
you want to avoid an “interrupt-fest”. Fred may or may not be the consummate conference call 
Chair and with that number of people on the call it may be hard to make more than a couple of 
points. Given that should she send Fred a carefully considered email beforehand setting out the 
points that she would like to make on the call.  

If Fred gets his way on the call, then with its profile MatFriend should be able to attract the sort of 
CEO that Fred is likely to want but will they be what the charity really needs. Losing Victoria could be 
a big blow to morale and Fred has never had the process skills to directly manage what is now such a 
large and complex organisation. Fred may also be sensitive to the circumstances of Victoria’s 
predecessors’ departures and want to avoid it looking like he is the problem.  
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Mary has been asked to join the Audit Committee but if she feels strongly about the importance of 
making the right choice for the next CEO and dealing with Fred’s succession as Chair over the next 
few years then she may decide to ask to be on or to Chair the Nominations Committee instead.  

Finally, most smart people encountering a fresh dilemma will have a think about who they know 
who may be able to provide a little wisdom on the topic. This is all very new, it’s highly confidential 
and hard to share but we all have a few people we can trust absolutely to hold a confidence. There 
are other issues but let’s leave it there and now consider Mary’s options. 

What are the options?  

Before the call, the first choice is whether to wait for the call or take some action beforehand.  

Let’s deal with “no action” before the call first. This may seem the least risky in the short term after 
all you are so new you could easily be forgiven for keeping your head down and going with the 
majority view. Yet doing that could easily be a decision that you may regret perhaps even as soon as 
the conference call begins but more likely later. Why? Well because your ability to influence the 
outcome may be enhanced considerably by taking action. That may be redundant if the outcome is 
going to be the right one anyway but what if it isn’t and you then feel later that you just let it happen 
or more significantly it isn’t the best thing for MatFriend. That after all is what your duty as a trustee 
is all about – to act in the best interests of the charity. A tough call either way but one Mary has to 
make.  

If she senses that “no action” just doesn’t feel right for her then what things could she do before the 
call? As discussed in the “Issues” above she could ask for a proper conversation with Fred or call all 
or some of the board to get their take on things. She might also risk it and speak to Victoria without 
revealing Fred’s plan. If she decides to speak to a number of trustees then which ones and how 
should she play the conversation to ensure she isn’t seen to be causing trouble? Martha sounds like 
a good place to start given the brief description she has of her and in terms of how to play the 
conversation as long as she comes over as genuinely wanting to understand the situation better to 
inform her judgement then she should be fine.  

When it comes to the call itself how does Mary maximise her air time?  

Clearly this depends upon what action she has taken beforehand. If Fred presents it as a “fait 
accompli” and the rest of the board are compliant then she is down to asking questions to reassure 
herself on areas of concern or the implementation plan and that overall Fred and the board are 
doing the right thing.  

If Fred presents it as a “fait accompli” and the board are less sure then she will need to make a 
judgement about what she thinks is best. Her new more impartial voice may have more power 
especially if she is effectively the swing vote. In this situation her instincts may be telling her to listen 
first and then contribute and it is perfectly reasonable for her to ask to hear the views of those who 
have been on the board for some time before expressing hers.  

Fred may start by asking for each board member’s views on Victoria before going through why he 
feels his course of action is necessary. He is more likely to do this and choose the order of 
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contributors if he is confident that there will be support for his proposal. In this circumstance Mary 
again will naturally want to go last. 

What happened?  

In summary this was a difficult birth to trusteeship for Mary but she played it brilliantly and this is 
one with a surprisingly happy ending. Remember though, as with all the other dilemmas where the 
director achieved a good result not everything about the way they did it here will work in a parallel 
situation.  

Mary’s instinct was not to react immediately to Fred’s initial call but rather to reflect and seek the 
wise counsel of a mentor who she could absolutely trust to keep the confidence. Right from the call 
her feeling was that the issue was Fred and that although Victoria needed to be a lot more 
streetwise she was fundamentally a very strong CEO and absolutely correct in her analysis. However, 
at the same time Mary felt very uncomfortable making such a snap judgement on a set of issues 
which were this critical. She prevaricated a little about speaking to her mentor and decided to sleep 
on it.  

The next morning, she awoke with a strong conviction to act but to do so cautiously. She emailed her 
mentor, a distinguished and canny Chair of a major corporate with a lot of experience in the charity 
sector but not in the medical field. As luck would have it he was free for a coffee just before lunch. 
When they met Mary set out as clearly and as dispassionately as she could what she thought the 
issues were as well as a couple of thoughts on how she might respond. Her mentor didn’t know Fred 
or any of the other MatFriend trustees but quickly grasped the situation and through some excellent 
questions, about why her instincts were leading her to want to be proactive and speak to as many of 
the other trustees as possible, gave her the confidence to feel that this was indeed the right thing to 
do despite the effort and the risks entailed in doing so. He also asked her to try out her script with 
him, helped her hone it and from Mary’s descriptions of the trustees guided her to start with 
Martha.  

After some initial hesitancy on Mary’s part and caution on Martha’s her first call went well. Martha’s 
instincts as sharp as ever made her ask Mary why she was really calling half way through the 
pleasantries. Martha thought that Victoria was spot on but her reluctance to discuss it beforehand 
and bottle it up was a big mistake. “She has more support from the board than she thinks she has”. 
Martha felt that the time for change was long overdue and despite the fact that she thought the 
world of Fred he should think about passing on the Chair’s baton. Martha warmed to Mary during 
the call and warned her to be careful of two Trustees in particular who would view any suggestion of 
disagreeing with Fred’s view as treason.  

The other five calls she was able to make that day, except for the two that Martha had warned her 
of, followed a similar pattern. Sadly, one of the two was the Chair of the Nominations Committee 
who said that he was fully behind Fred and he had already had a word with his favourite headhunter 
so that they could get ready.  

Feeling that there was likely, although not certain, to be enough of a majority on the board to slow 
Fred up in despatching Victoria without proper discussion Mary then sent Fred an email and 
suggested that she see him as early as possible the following morning to share her concerns about 
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their conversation about removing Victoria and some thoughts she had for the board call later that 
day. Fred was surprisingly relaxed about the idea believing that he had the board in his pocket and 
that Mary was simply being an anxious novice.  

When they met Mary stunned Fred with a smart, sensitive and unmistakenly clearly-worded 
summary of how she saw the situation and her thoughts on what the trustees would welcome on 
the call. After preparing him by saying that what she was about to say would be uncomfortable for 
both of them, she told him that as a newcomer she had called most of the trustees to gain their 
views before making up her mind on what she thought. As expected she said “there were a range of 
views but a consensus”. This consensus, from all bar two, was that now was not the time for Victoria 
to go, even though she had made a serious error in putting the governance reform paper in the pack 
without discussing it with Fred or the Chair of Nominations Committee. The general feeling Mary 
said was that Victoria was “Spot on in her analysis and the general direction of travel with regard to 
the solution.”  

Fred’s mood shifted considerably and he found it hard to conceal his anger that Mary should have 
done this “behind my back”. Mary said calmly and warmly that she appreciated that this was tough 
to hear and that she knew she had risked their relationship but that she genuinely didn’t know what 
trustees might say and felt her first duty was to the charity and to find out. She said that she had an 
enormous regard for him and felt that there was a good way through this which despite the 
discomfort and embarrassment would leave the charity in a much stronger position.  

Her suggestion was that he called the trustees individually and ask them to give it to him straight 
and then to use the conference call to agree on what feedback he should give to Victoria ahead of 
the board meeting and how they would take the issue of transforming the governance model 
forward in a way that was inclusive but delivered the step change that most of the trustees felt was 
necessary. Surprisingly Fred was a lot more compliant than Mary feared he might be. There was 
something about the warmth of her approach, the calmness and the irrefutable logic as well as the 
genuine respect she showed him. Reflecting on the conversation she realised that all that experience 
of having difficult conversations with parents about life and death and trying to balance clarity with 
compassion was very useful training. As was the importance of taking verbatim notes when under 
pressure.  

Fred regained his composure for the call, startled Mary by thanking her for an incredible 
intervention that morning and said that she had made him reflect on his decision to remove Victoria. 
He said that having said this he still felt the level of disrespect that Victoria had shown in sending out 
a paper of that nature without sighting him was regrettable and that in the spirit of giving her 
balanced feedback he would be telling her this in his one to one the day before the board meeting. 
He also suggested that he would tell her that although her paper would not be discussed in detail in 
the meeting they would discuss the need for comprehensive governance review with a focus on 
decision making and including succession planning as well as who from the board should lead that 
process and what principles they wanted to apply in conducting it.  

Once she had got over Fred’s ticking off on respect for the Chair (ie him) and focused on the overall 
outcome Victoria was thrilled. Fred was very mature about the whole thing especially once he 
realised that Mary was right when she had tweaked Oscar Wilde’s famous quote and said: “To lose 
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one CEO looks unfortunate, to lose two looks like carelessness and to lose three looks like you are 
the problem!”.  

Martha led the review which came up with a pragmatic step by step approach to governance 
slimming and decision quality enhancing. After two years most of this was in place, Martha became 
the next Chair, Fred became Founder Emeritus and Mary became Chair of the Nominations 
Committee. A couple of years later with performance dramatically improved a successor to Victoria 
was appointed from within. 

 

 

 

 


